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We are Platin Gaming, one of the world’s premier gaming solutions around the world. As pioneers in the online gaming industry, we first established ourselves in Malta back in 
1995 and since then, we never looked backward. Throughout the years, we have obtained numerous certifications and licenses to operate in the majority of gaming jurisdictions 
worldwide. 

As a trendsetter and first-mover, Platin Gaming Ltd. is ideally positioned in the development of specialized software with a team of over 50 highly qualified technicians and 
developers, from all over the world. Platin Gaming Ltd is internationally successful since its establishment, and its core competencies include the development of both online 
gambling and sports betting software.

1. Company Introduction

Platin Gaming is in possession of a Critical Supply B2B MGA License for the provision of Sportsbook and Casino Games.  Our developed gaming solutions are ready to be 
integrated by sportsbook & casino operators around the world.

We currently have many licensed premium slot games in our portfolio with more games to be released and licensed in intervals. These games are available for all territories 
that can run through the MGA or Curacao license a lucrative bonus round and regulatory approval by many Authorities with the required Certifications. Our products have full 
documentation, are built with the latest technology and mechanisms, and are available as demo versions in our customer area - clientarea.platingaming.com

Estonia
IOM - Isle of Man

Latvia
Lithuania

LOTBA - Ciudad de Buenos Aires
Spain

Game Certifications
Estonia

IOM - Isle of Man
Latvia

Lithuania
LOTBA - Ciudad de Buenos Aires

Malta

RNG Certifications
ISO 27001

Curacao Certification

Other Certifications
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1.1. Licenses & Certification

Certifications in multiple jurisdictions (list is updated every quarter)



We are an online gaming provider with a difference. Platin Gaming offers state-of-the-art 120+ casino slot games for most territories in the world with corresponding licenses. 
We can expand your game portfolio and entertain your players with brand-new games.

We provide great designs, advanced graphics, and technology, authentic worlds with plenty of bonus features, and free spin rounds that will certainly capture the player’s 
attention. The games are plentiful and have a great variety with everything from slots to classics and much more; all of them include thrilling animations, humorous characters, 
and immersive worlds.

The games are created with the intention of delivering something more than just an entertaining experience. We provide great designs, advanced graphics, and technology, 
authentic worlds with plenty of bonus features, and free spin rounds that will certainly capture the player’s attention.

In Addition, Platin Gaming offers you a huge portfolio of integrated Casino Providers (26+) and Slot Games (600+) for your operation or your white-label solution.

2. Our Casino Games

SEAMLESS
GAMEPLAY

HIGH QUALITY 
GRAPHIC DESIGNS

MULTI-LANGUAGE
SUPPORTED

STATE OF THE ART
PORTFOLIO OF GAMES

MULTI CURRENCY
 SUPPORTED

USER-FRIENDLY
INTERFACE
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2.1. Customize Symbols
with Your Brand
Customize your Casino Slot Games with branded symbols and customised 
marketing material. Custom branded games gives your brand prestige 
and will surely boost your overall performance. We can design the symbols 
from scratch or you can provide us with your designs and we incorporate 
them in the games. This feature guarantees high awareness and a 
prestigious online presence for your operations.



2.2. Buy Bonus Feature
Bonus Buy Feature is a slot game option where players can pay a certain 
amount and enter Free Spins Rounds instantly. It allows players to skip 
the base game and go directly into the bonus game. This feature is very 
popular among the players because it gives instant action and most of 
the time it gives the chance for huge wins. The biggest advantage is that 
purchasing this feature might be a lucrative bonus round and saves time 
because players don’t need to wait for a bonus game to get triggered and 
it may bring profit quicker. 

At Platin Gaming, we offer many slot games with Bonus Buy Feature to 
help attract your customers entirely and increase customer loyalty.  All of 
these slot games come with an upgraded design, graphics, and thematic 
characteristics.  Here is a list of a few of our popular slot games with a 
Bonus Buy Feature;
 
More information can be found on our client area -
clientarea.platingaming.com
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2.3. Jackpot Games
Platin Gaming offers many slot games that can be enabled with the 
jackpot feature. They are up to 4 Levels of Jackpots for a set of pools with 
adjustable jackpot fees for multi-currency. It’s possible to connect and 
enable Jackpot for different games or only for a single game. Furthermore, 
jackpot pool size and pool count are completely adjustable for the brands.
 
The pool options are local, cluster, and global. In Local Pools, the pool only 
includes the pool of a single brand or operator. In Cluster Pool, it’s possible 
to include different operators and brands in the same pool. And, in Global 
Pool, it’s grouped by the provider. 

There are many advantages to including our jackpots which include 
enhanced Reputation, enticing Jackpot Hunters and introducing new 
trends
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BUY BONUS          Scatter, triggers FREE SPINS          Bonus, triggers BONUS GAME          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 10 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

10
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Twin Samba
Twin Samba is a Brazilian carnival themed online slot game by Platin Gaming! Brazil is 
known for their beautiful enjoyable carnivals and dance-offs. In Twin Samba the twins 
are dancing for different parties for the carnival dancing crown!

Experience the Brazilian colourful carnival in this slot game with stunning designs and 
a fantastic joyful Brazilian soundtrack.

 It’s a 5-reel and 3-row slot game with multiple bonus features.  Get at least three 
scatters in one round to participate in the bonus. Select your symbol and start the 
carnival party. Our beautiful twins await to be selected. 

Which dance party will bring you big rewards?

BUY BONUS



BUY BONUS          Evolved Symbols          Win Multiplier          Freespin Bonus          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 4
Lines

Supported Platforms

Ways
Curacao CertificateRTP

Game Resolution

96%

Full HD     16:9
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The Grand Arena
Enter the Arena and become the greatest Champion of all.

In this era the best of the best competed each other in the grand arenas of the ancient 
world. Get the scatters to make a ultimate attempt for big wins.

The online slot game is fully packed with features. Besides the gamble feature, it 
provides multiple bonus features with transforming symbols, multiplier events and 
free spins. This creates an astonishing variety and entertaining online slot game 
experience.

THE GRAND ARENA is a 5 reels & 4 rows slot game with up to 1024 winways and multiple 
bonus features.

As a special feature the BUY BONUS option can be activated. This feature allows you 
to get in any case the scatter bonus feature with the next round.
There  are 1024 ways and multiple Bonus features to become the champion of the 
Grand Arena!

BUY BONUS



BUY BONUS          Evolved Symbols          Win Multiplier          Freespin Bonus          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 4
Lines

Supported Platforms

Ways
Curacao CertificateRTP

Game Resolution

96%

Full HD     16:9
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Mexican 1024 Ways
VIVA MEXICO! We are ready to introduce you with our fantastic, brand-new Mexican 
themed slot game! Mexico is a country that has a rich history, traditions and popular 
culture. Enjoy this online casino slot with entertaining soundtrack and astonishing 
grafics.

Mexican 1024 Ways is a 5 reels & 4 rows slot game with up to 1024 win ways and 
multiple bonus features. As a special, you can activate the Buy Bonus feature and get 
the scatters to go for big wins! 

1024 ways to shout out VIVA MEXICO! after your big win! 

BUY BONUS



BUY BONUS          Evolved Symbols          Win Multiplier          Freespin Bonus          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 4
Lines

Supported Platforms

Ways
Curacao CertificateRTP

Game Resolution

96%

Full HD     16:9
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Arcane Infinity
In the shadows of civilization, a war between the dark powers is escalating. In Arcane 
Infinity the most powerful magicians are battling for the book of infinity! The slot was 
designed to feature vibrant grafics and a brilliant soundtrack!

Arcane Infinity is a 5-reel, 4-row and Reels and up to 1024 ways to win. The slot allows 
to win through wilds and scatter symbol, free games.

Get ready to uncover the secrets of the magicians in this slot by spinning its reels for 
the Arcane Infinity book and reach big wins.

BUY BONUS



BUY BONUS          Evolved Symbols          Win Multiplier          Freespin Bonus          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 4
Lines

Supported Platforms

Ways
Curacao CertificateRTP
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The Booo’s
Are you ready for an extraordinary online slot experience? The Booo’s! are weird 
creatures that want you to win big rewards! They are placed in order on a 5x4 grid of 
the reels and there are 1024 ways to win! 

This new slot game by Platin Gaming comes with unique graphics and intense 
soundtrack. The game has stunning bonus features with Buy Bonus feature to trigger 
the bonus round!

Let’s click on spin button and let the Booo´s! try the best for you!

BUY BONUS



BUY BONUS          Evolved Symbols          Win Multiplier          Freespin Bonus          GAMBLE GAME
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Tombs of Immortal
When a couple bought a house that had been vacant for a long time, they had no idea 
what they would find in the basement of the house. They found two very old tombs 
and opened them. In it, the previous owners had become vampires and now, they can 
freely look for new victims.

Tombs of Immortal is a vampire online slot game with wild features in the bonus game. 
The game has 5x4 Reels and up to 1024 winways. With its stunning graphics and intense 
soundtrack it’s a entertaining experience!

A Scatter Freespin bonus game and Wild symbols, that transform to wilds are awaiting!

But don’t let you bite by the vampires!

BUY BONUS



BUY BONUS          BUY DOUBLE CHANCE          Tumble Feature          Freespin Bonus          MULTIPLIER SYMBOL          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

6 x 5

Supported Platforms

Curacao CertificateRTP

Game Resolution

95%

Full HD     16:9
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Sugar Pop Bonanza
This online slot game is created in the very popular sweet candy theme. The game 
mechanics are fun. There are no traditional paylines, as the amount of same candy 
types gives you winnings. With the Poping Win feature the candy disappear and new 
candy is coming as you can win again.

Sugar Pop Bonanza  has a free spin bonus feature and a multiplier with the chance to 
multiply up to x100 and with each bomb scatter symbol!

Get a ton of candy and trigger the bonus game for big wins!

Get your candy now!

BUY BONUS
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6 x 5
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Sweet Valentine
Are you ready to spin the wheels to find your Valentine? We are here to help you on 
your research for true love. In this online slot game you will have fun collecting the 
items with the poping win feature in the regular game. A Multiplier can give you up to 
x100 more rewards.

Sweet Valentine is a 6-reel, 5-row slot game with continuing winnings and no 
traditional paylines. You win what you get.

Get your valentine some great gifts and trigger the scatter for the bonus feature.

Be a good to your valentine!

BUY BONUS



BUY BONUS          BUY DOUBLE CHANCE          Tumble Feature          Freespin Bonus          MULTIPLIER SYMBOL          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

6 x 5

Supported Platforms

Curacao CertificateRTP
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Fat Fish
A incredible fishing-themed video slot game with entertaining game mechanics! 
There are no traditional way to win, just fishes everywhere. Collect each round the 
same appearing fat fish and to continue winning with the popping feature Fat Fish 
is a great online slot experience with a freespin bonus features, popping wins, and a 
multiplier chance. 

This Platin Gaming slot is 6-reel and 5-row game. Among the symbols, you will find 
different kind of fishes with different colours. The slot was designed to feature vibrant 
and brilliant graphics which will amaze players!

Get the chance to multiply up to x100 for each golden fat fishes scatter trigger!

BUY BONUS



BUY BONUS          BUY DOUBLE CHANCE          Tumble Feature          Freespin Bonus          MULTIPLIER SYMBOL          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

6 x 5

Supported Platforms

Curacao CertificateRTP

Game Resolution

95%

Full HD     16:9
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Squishy Bonanza
Squishy Bonanza has no traditional paylines, just fruits everywhere! In this online slot 
game you collect same type of fruits to win rewards in continuous order. Once you win 
the game field is filling with new fruits for new reward possibilities with the poping win 
feature.

Squishy Bonanza has a bonus and multiplier (up to x100!!!) feature and a couple 
thousands of ways to win for an entertaining slot experience.

What comes into your big win squishy?

BUY BONUS



BUY BONUS          BUY DOUBLE CHANCE          Tumble Feature          Freespin Bonus          MULTIPLIER SYMBOL          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

6 x 5

Supported Platforms

Curacao CertificateRTP

Game Resolution

95%

Full HD     16:9
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Bomb Balloonza
Balloons are popping everywhere! At the online casino slot game Bomb Balloonza 
you need to get as much as same baloons in each round. With popping win and no 
traditional win ways this online slot game grants you rewards in continuous order. The 
popping balloons are replaced with new balloons for the chance of more winnings.

Bomb Balloonza has a free spin bonus feature and a multiplier with the chance to 
multiply up to x100 and with each bomb scatter symbol!

Get the bombs to pop even more balloons in the bonus round for incredible big wins!

BUY BONUS



BUY BONUS          Symbol Unlocking          Tumble Feature          Freespin Bonus          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 6
Lines

Supported Platforms

Ways
Curacao CertificateRTP

Game Resolution

96%

Full HD     16:9
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The Barn Fellows
There’s a lot going on on your farm. Live a fantastic experience with the online slot 
Game Barn Fellows. The whole farm with cows, sheep, horses, pigs and chickens is in 
turmoil. Open up the whole game field and connect the fields for larger symbols and 
bigger wins.

The Barn Fellows is a online slot game with 5 reels and 6 rows and multiple bonus 
features.

Trigger the bonus feature and expand the experience!

Get your animal fellows into the barn for massive winnings!

BUY BONUS
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Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 6
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Mega Fruit Harvest
There is something very pleasing about Fruits… Let’s step into a joyful fruit online slot 
game from Platin Gaming! Harvest your big wins in this fruit-themed slots. Mega fruit 
harvest is a online slot game with wild features in the bonus game. 

The game has great designs with colourful fruits within the symbols and a clever game 
mechanics. The game has 5x4 Reels and the 4 corners of the grid are covered. Unlock 
these corners by two tumbles wins. 

Enjoy the game with scatter freespin bonus games and wild symbols. 

Lets start harvesting rewards!

BUY BONUS



BUY BONUS          Scatter, triggers FREE SPINS          Bonus, triggers BONUS GAME          GAMBLE GAME
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Reels & Rows
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5 x 3 10 Credit
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Supported Platforms
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Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate
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93%, 95%, 97%
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Book of Amon
Discover the secrets of Amon and reveal the prizes.

Amon was a major ancient Egyptian deity who appears as a member of the 
Hermopolitan Ogdoad and expressed in his fusion with the Sun god Ra together with 
his beloved wife Amunet.

The theme of ancient Egypt itself may be a bit played out, but in this online game slot its 
taking a spin from a completely fresh perspective. It gives you a chance to experience 
it in a new way with fortune wheel bonus games and multiple special rewards.

Book of Amon is a 5-reel game with multiple paylines and a classic book bonus feature.
Get the Books to unveil the secrets of Amon!
Get a new perspective in this classic Egypt themed slot game!

BUY BONUS



BUY BONUS          Scatter, triggers FREE SPINS          Bonus, triggers BONUS GAME          GAMBLE GAME
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Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 10 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms
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Surprise Xmas Gift
Ho ho ho! You were a good kid?

In that classic online slot game with book feature, you get into this X-mas themed 
world, where you try to get the gifts from Santa Clause. Play with the characters from 
well known x-mas and santa stories to get massive payouts.

This x-mas themed game is an online slot with multiple paylines and 5-reels.

Be part of that funny adventure and receive huge rewards, especially in the bonus 
round!

Now every day could it be raining x-mas gifts for you!

BUY BONUS
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Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers
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Dragon Parcment
Tame the dragons and raise your destiny!

While the blue and the red dragons are in war, your aim is to find the DRAGON 
PARCHMENT. They are protecting their dragon eggs from each other and fighting 
for the supremacy in the air. Tame both dragon families and get access to the bonus 
feauture, where huge rewards awaiting you.

This online slot game is a 5-reel game with multiple paylines and a classic book bonus 
feature.

Get the three parchments to unveil the secrets of the Dragons!

Reach the bonus stage to be rewarded with big winnings!

But don’t get between the frontlines of this Dragons war!

BUY BONUS
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Unknown Monolith
Get ready for the adventure of a lifetime as you discover the unknown monoliths.

The slot game takes you on a journey as an archaeologist who is uncovering a 
fascinating ancient technology. What are the mysterious purposes of this monoliths. 
Uncover the alien source of this monoliths to get into the bonus stages.

UNKNOWN MONOLITH is a funny 5-reel slot game with multiple paylines and a classic 
book bonus feature.

Don’t take the story to serious because it’s way too funny!

Uncover the real purpose of that unknown monolith to get massive payouts!

BUY BONUS
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Book of Deep
Discover the Book deep under water and get rewarded!

The deep sea is broadly defined as the ocean depth where light begins to fade or 
the point of transition from continental shelves to continental slopes. Under that 
conditions it’s difficult to unveil the secrets of the BOOK OF DEEP.

Protected by many dangerous sharks and other creatures it takes something to reach 
the BOOK OF DEEP and get into the classic book bonus stage.

This online slot game is a 5-reel game with multiple paylines and bonus features.

Get the at least 3 Books to unveil the secrets of the Deep!

Don’t get hunt by the sharks as the protect the treasures with their jaws!

BUY BONUS
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Book of Lama
Get into a crazy adventure full of Lamas.

A Lama is a genus containing Middle & South American camelids. But this Lamas are 
special. Get drawn into a huge Lama Party in Middle America. All Lamas going crazy. 
But there is a big secret to unveil. These Lamas fulfilling the prophecy and your destiny 
is to discover the BOOK OF LAMA.

This game is an online slot with a entertaining soundtrack, fantastic graphics and 
availability of multiple paylines on 5-reels.

Be part of that funny adventure and receive huge rewards, especially in the classic 
book bonus feature!

Do you want to party with a bunch of Lamas?

BUY BONUS



BUY BONUS          Scatter, triggers FREE SPINS          Bonus, triggers BONUS GAME          GAMBLE GAME
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Head Fights Book
Are you ready for this crazy online slot experience?

The big heads are fighting for the Head Fights Book. The fights take place at the 
impressive wrestling arena, and each fighter has an own symbol. The entertaining 
graphics make the game a fun way to fight for the book.

Head Fights Book is an online casino slot game with 5-reels and multiple pay lines. 
With the offered gamble game feature after every winning bet, you are able to double 
up your rewards.

Find the book before they do and be rewarded with big wins!

Head Fights are back!

BUY BONUS
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Rise of Mafia
Get into this adventure and earn huge payouts!

In a world, where the Mafia rules the city, you have to reach the bonus stage to get your 
chance on massive rewards. Don’t cross the lines of the mafia, as they established as 
the most influential power in the city. Keep your powder dry as this adventure is not for 
the faint hearted.

RISE OF MAFIA is a 5-reel game with multiple paylines and bonus features.

Make it up to the book bonus feature without to be caught by the mafia.

There is a lot of rewards to pick up in business.

BUY BONUS
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Book of Samurai
A Samurai themed online Slot game with classic Book feature.

For centuries the Samurai were the hereditary military nobility in Japan. In that online 
slot game you caught between the fronts of the two most powerful samurai clans. But 
both sides have their secrets written in the Book of Samurai. Find the Book and reach 
the bonus stage for massive rewards.

Book of Samurai is a 5-reel online slot game with up to 10 paylines and multiple bonus 
features.

Get the Books to unveil the secrets of the samurai and cash out your rewards!

Get a new perspective in this classic samurai themed slot game!

BUY BONUS
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Book of Panic
Horror adventure meets online slot game!

If you like horror adventures and online slot games this game is made for you. Get 
the Books without been caught by the terrifying creatures of this world. In this scary 
scenery with references to classic horror adventures you need to reach the classic 
book bonus stage to get the best chances for massive rewards.

This game is a 5-reel online slot game with multiple paylines and with a fantastic 
soundtrack and great animations appropriate to the topic for an entertaining 
experience.

Get 3 books to be rewarded with big winnings.

Don’t panic and don’t get caught by the scary creatures!

BUY BONUS
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Chef’s Book
Let’s cook some massive rewards!

This fun online slot game thematises the vast cuisine of the world. All receipts of the 
world are kept in a book. Cook the right ingredients and meals to get the CHEF’S 
BOOK and reach the bonus stage to get huge rewards and big wins.

This game is an online slot with up to 10 paylines, 3 rows and 5-reels. Enjoy the creative 
theme with rewards, especially in the bonus games!

Get the chefs book and his recipes and get big winnings!

The bonus feature will who is cookin`!

BUY BONUS
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Tribe Codes
The tribe knows secrets of the ancestors.

In this world, the tribe of the indigenous people Saka, knows the secrets of the 
ancestors. Your aim is to get behind that secrets by reading and getting the codes. 
The Saka wants to prevent it and preserve the secrets. While you want to reach the 
book bonus features, also huge payout can be reached in the regular gameplay.

Have fun and enjoy that online slot game with 5-reels and 10 paylines with smooth 
animations and an extraordinary soundtrack.

Get the codes and unveil the secrets of the ancestors!

They will show you the classic book bonus stage game for huge rewards!

BUY BONUS
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Book of Immortality
The War of the Greek Gods had started on this online slot game. Zeus is the sky and 
thunder god in ancient Greek world, who rules as king of the gods of Mount Olympus. 
Ares is the Greek god of war and courage. He is one of the Twelve Olympians, and 
the son of Zeus. Poseidon is the brother of Zeus and the god of the sea, storms, 
earthquakes and horses.

As the gods are fighting each other, you, as ordinary mortal spartian, want to take you 
chance and reach the book of immortality and join the Olympians Gods.

This game is a 5-reel online slot game with multiple paylines and its story plays on an 
antic Greek theme.

Become an Olympian God with the BOOK OF IMMORTALITY and get rewarded with 
huge winnings.

Use your chance while the Gods playing their power games!

BUY BONUS
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Book of the Street
The street by night belongs not to us.

While the ordinary humans are sleeping in the night, the night active cats are taken over 
the streets. Their organisations grasping for power and wealth. Get the book of street 
in this slot game with classic gameplay and creative setting, to win huge payouts.

BOOK OF THE STREET is an online slot game with multiple paylines, 3 rows and 5-reels.

Be part of that extra ordinary adventure and receive huge rewards, especially in the 
classic book bonus game!

Try your luck on the streets if you dare!

BUY BONUS
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Book of Forest
This magical forest has a secret to hide!

In this online slot game, you have to find the book of Forest to reach the bonus stage 
for a chance for huge rewards. But be aware! The books are protected by magical 
animals. A bunch of crocodiles, tigers, apes and bears are protecting the book and 
your chance for huge payouts.

This game is a 5-reel online slot game with multiple paylines and with a fantastic 
soundtrack and great animations for an entertaining experience.

Get 3 books to be rewarded with massive payouts.

Use your chance and don’t get caught by the animals!

BUY BONUS
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Book of Knight
Get into this medieval adventure and earn huge rewards!

In the Early Middle Ages in Europe, knighthood was conferred upon mounted warriors. 
In this mediaval world, where the Knights ruled the world, you have to find the three 
Book of Knight. With their secrets you can steal his wealth by reaching the bonus stage 
in that online slot game.

BOOK OF KNIGHT is a 5-reel game with multiple paylines and bonus features.

Make it up to the bonus feature to have a big chance for huge payouts.

Don’t let you catch by the Knight, get his Book to steal his wealth.

BUY BONUS
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Book of los Muertos
A very deadly themed online slot.

The Day of the Dead (or “Día de los Muertos” in Spanish), is a traditional holiday, where 
the living celebrates the dead ancestors. It is joyful celebration rather than mourning. 
The common symbol of that holiday are colorful painted skull (calaveras). In that online 
slot game with classic Book feature you enjoy this magnificent tradition with stunning 
handmade painted grafics.

Book of los Muertos offers the player multiple bonus features including the classic 
Book feature and up to 10 paylines.

Have fun  with the stunning grafics and the big rewards waiting for you.

BUY BONUS
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Book of Safari
Go on an entertaining online slot safari with this game!

In that classic online slot game with book feature, you dive into Safari themed world. 
Get the BOOK OF SAFARI in this slot game with a traditional gameplay full of WILD 
symbols and Freespins. The creative setting makes it more enjoyable.

This 5-reel and 3-row online slot game provides multiple paylines. The mesmerizing 
soundtrack, the astonishing graphic effects and the suspense bonus feature 
complete the entertaining experience.

Watch out for the books, while wild animals are surrounding you!

BUY BONUS
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Book of Future
In the far Future the war for data and knowledge has started.  Cyber-humans have 
built several parties to snatch the book of future, which contains all the knowledge of 
humanity. Each party sends its best cyber-human against you. Knowledge is power 
and power is knowledge.

This game is a 5-reel online slot game with multiple paylines and its story plays in a 
cyber future theme.

Get the book of future to reach the bonus stage and get the chance for incredible 
winnings.

Use your chance while the cyber-humans a after you!

BUY BONUS
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Valentine Letter
This online slot game is set in a romantic theme. Its valentine´s day! You don’t have a 
gift your valentine, but you can find it in that game. There are roses, gifts, heart symbols 
in the game, also you will have letter symbol as Scatter. In this lovely slot game, 3 or 
more Scatters will start the Freespin feature that will give you chance of double up 
your winnings!

This game is a 5-reel online slot game with multiple paylines and with a fantastic 
soundtrack and great animations for an entertaining experience.

Get 3 valentine letters to enter the bonus stage for big wins!

Don’t let your valentine without a gift!

BUY BONUS
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Sweet Fortune Wheel
Do you love candy and slot games? Then you will love this game!

This slot game impresses with its lovely and detailed graphics and its exciting 
gameplay. The gameplay is easy to understand and lets you focus on the game and 
its basics.

SWEET FORTUNE WHEEL is a classic online slot with great animations, a fantastic 
soundtrack and lots of attention to detail.The Online Slot Game is a 5-reel game with 
multiple paylines. 

Reach to the candy paradise and get rewarded with the sweet wheel of fortune.

Get your big bonuses by receiving special candy icons.
This will generate sweet and tasty winnings!

BUY BONUS
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Lucky Roller’s
Want to put your luck to the test? Then you’ve come to the right place with Lucky 
Roller’s!

The online slot game is the ultimate game of luck. In Lucky Roller’s everything centres 
around luck. About lucky charms such as horseshoes and four-leaf clovers, dice or the 
wealth achieved and their symbols such as money, diamonds or gambling chips.

The game impresses with its clever gameplay and great bonus games.
LUCKY ROLLER’S is a 5-reel game with multiple paylines.
Have the ultimate chance and reach the wheel of fortune.
The highest winnings await you in this bonus game.

Try your luck on LUCKY ROLLER’S!

BUY BONUS
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Antique Fortune
Go back in time and see what future has for you!

This classic Egypt themed online slot game takes you back to the time where the relics 
could show you the future. Get into the adventure and discover your fate and reach 
the wheel of fortune to earn massive rewards. 

The game impresses with its clever gameplay and great bonus games.
ANTIQUE FORTUNE is a 5-reel game with multiple paylines and special bonus games.

Reach the bonus games by getting the correct relics.
Let it show your destiny and earn massive winnings!

BUY BONUS
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The Viking Berserkers
Start your Viking adventure loot for rewards!

Vikings were seafaring people originally from Scandinavia. They were expert sailors 
and navigators aboard their characteristic longships. The Vikings spoke Old Norse 
and made inscriptions in runes.

The made raids across all of Europe and looted huge amounts of gold and other 
treasures.

Vikings Berserkers is a online slot game with multiple paylines and 5-reels.
Be part of that Viking adventure and receive huge rewards, especially in the bonus 
games!

Let the wheel show you your fortune!

Be a Viking Berserker and get your rewards for your participation!

BUY BONUS
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80’s Retro Spin
The lively eighties remain in our memories. 

Experience a little trip back in time with this online slot game in futuristic retro design. 
When technology took over people’s everyday lives and people looked to the future 
with promise, a special attitude to life developed in the eighties.

In 80’S RETRO SPIN, the symbols are based on the trends of the 80s.

The slot game is a game with multiple paylines and 5 reels.

If you reach the 80’s wheel in the bonus game, it can rain great prizes!
Relive the eighties!

Access the 80`s Wheel to get the Spin for huge rewards!

BUY BONUS
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Bounty Hunter Wheel
Get the bounties and spin the reward wheel.

BOUNTY HUNTER WHEEL is a western themed online slot game. Hunt for bounties as a 
sheriff and reach the wheel for massive winnings. The entertaining graphics make the 
game a fun way to hunt for bounties.

The game offers a great gaming experience with its sophisticated gameplay and great 
soundtrack.

The game mechanics work through multiple paylines and 5-reels.

With the bounties you can reach the bonus games where you can test your luck.

Be a successful sheriff and get rewarded!

Bag the bounties and be the best sheriff!

The fastest colts win the highest prizes!

BUY BONUS
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Funky Pirates
Ahoy you sailors!

Meet and accompany the funky pirates at their adventure for unbelievable treasures. 
Reach the treasures in the bonus games and get huge payouts. Three special symbols 
and multiple bonus games will make sure of that.

Enjoy this game with smooth animations and a funky soundtrack suitable for this online 
slot game.

FUNKY PIRATES is a 5-reel game with multiple paylines and bonus features!

Make it up to the bonus feature and reach the treasures of the pirates!

The rewards in that treasures are huge, not only for funky pirates!

BUY BONUS
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Prehistoric Wheel
Decide the fate of humanity!

On earth around 1,000,000 BC, the fate of humanity was not written. In PREHISTORIC 
WHEEL, you can travel back to this time to spin on your and humanities fortune. Don’t  
get caught by the most dangerous dinosaurs of that time. 

This online slot game gets you with great animations, special graphics and a fantastic 
soundtrack. 
The multiple bonuses can be reached with up to 10-paylines and 5-reels the classic 
online slot game.

Use the ultimate chance and reach the PREHISTORIC WHEEL.
If you can reach it, the highest winnings await you in the bonus games.

BUY BONUS
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Elixir of Fortune
Mix your Elixir and get to the fortune wheel.

The Elixirs are a sweet liquid used for magical purposes. Get the perfect mixed Elixir to 
reach the stage of Bonus wheels to be rewarded with massive winnings. But note, that 
the magic potions must be mixed the right way. In other case you will never reach the 
wheel of fortune to get the promised wealth awaiting you.

ELIXIR OF FORTUNE is a 5-reel game with multiple paylines and bonus features and 
entertaining soundtrack and smooth animations.

Get right Elixir mix to unveil the bonus stage!

Let the magic potion show you your fortune!

BUY BONUS
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Holiday Cocktails
Enjoy your holiday with some rewarding cocktails!

Cocktails vary widely across regions of the world, and many websites publish both 
original recipes and their own interpretations of older and more famous cocktails. The 
Slot game also has the truly important aspects of the game covered to give you a real 
shot at winnings some serious payouts by mixing your drink to reach the bonus stages.

Relax and enjoy your holidays in that online slot game with 5-reels and 10 paylines.

Just have Fun and try you luck!

Reach the wheel of fortune bonus stage game for massive rewards!

BUY BONUS
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Wild Red Noon
In this Wild West world you have to find the wanted criminals and win bounties in the 
form of multipliers and free spins. The town is no longer safe after the sheriff’s situation 
got out of control.

The sheriff needs your help to take on the area’s most wanted characters in a duel. 
Don’t get into a gunfight which you cannot survive. The criminals are Wanted and the 
sheriff helpless for a reason. Pick them off one by one and you will succeed!

The 5-reel and 10 pay-line online slot game immerses you in a classic setting. Find the 
wanted on the pay lines and collect the rewards.
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Spooky Night
Awaken the spooks in this online slot game with 5 reels and 10 pay lines. Experience a 
truly spooky night and meet the ghosts and creatures of this world. Mix tinctures and 
make the right choice to get high multipliers and a huge number of free spins.

A Spooky Night is not for nothing. Why would you want to spend the night with ghosts 
and monsters if it can’t be worth it for you? The ghosts protect the treasures of this 
place. Survive in this place and they are yours.

Spooky Night has a unique atmosphere and a spooky soundtrack. In 2 different bonus 
games you can get massive winnings and make the Spooky Night worth for you.
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Secret Treasure of Pharaoh
Set in Ancient Egypt, the game involves magnificent constructions together with a 
vibrant and colourful animation. In this amazing game, you have to be brave enough to 
discover the secrets of the ancient Egyptians! 

You must be an adventurous spirit and embrace all the exciting challenges you will 
come across while in quest of your beloved treasure! Your aim is to conquer a secret 
treasure by understanding the elements that the game provides you. 

Meanwhile, you will come across different bonus features and intriguing symbols that 
will render your journey even more fascinating! Secret of Treasure is a 5-reel game 
with multiple pay lines.
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Junk Town
In the post-apocalyptic world of Junk Town, the struggle for resources is essential for 
survival. Everything that was junk before can now lead you to wealth. But beware! The 
people of this world try to defend their property with barbed wires, circular saws and 
other weapons.

In particular Rockster and Lysa are out to get you. Don’t get caught, because they are 
tough as hell and well prepared for the fight for survival in this world. Don’t get hit by 
their dangerous saws!

Discover the secrets of this world in this 5 reel slot game with 10 pay lines. Find the 
valuable and still functioning engine in the bonus game and get the chance to win 
huge rewards.
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Glitch City
In a distant future, advancing technology has taken over humanity. Only with the 
right cyberware can you survive in this world. Tech implants and nanobot shots are 
everywhere. Find the right cyberware and make your way to great wealth.

The proper choice of nanobot shot is crucial. The nanobots are stored and consumed 
in capsules. Each capsule has a different colour and contains different powers that 
you need to succeed in this world and generate powers.

Glitch City is a world in a 5 reel slot game with 10 pay lines and 2 bonus features. 
Free spins and multipliers can be won by obtaining and selecting the right nanobot 
capsules. 
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Golden Bullets
Back in the Old West, thousands of cowboys, outlaws and gunfighters pushed their 
way westward in search of land and better lives. In order to gain authority, one had to 
demonstrate his skills during close-up and personal fights. 

Golden Bullets is an game, full of motion and surprises. Most of the symbols are linked 
to an old West background and the player will have the amazing feeling of being 
in a cowboy movie, surrounded by wild symbols such as a proud horse, revolvers, 
intriguing characters, and many other wild icons. 

Golden Bullets includes also special bonuses that truly go beyond expectation! For 
sure it will be interesting to know who is going to win the battle, as the black powder 
smoke from the pistols will darken the air! Golden Bullets is a slot machine that involves 
5-reels with multiple pay lines.
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Dragon Hunter
A long time ago, dragons were fighting against the knights in shining armor. Some of 
them began to hide away where no one could find them, while others gained more 
power so as to fight for their supremacy. Years after, in a cold village, inhabitants lived 
away from the dragon hunters.

Soon the bonds between two parallel worlds will meet and this will lead to a war 
between two worlds: dragons against combatants. The best chance to win against 
the dragons is through one special weapon. Only the powerful axe can defeat the 
dominant dragon.

This game definitely involves a and massive action! Through your courage and thanks 
to the leading solid axe, you will be able to achieve your glory and get the riches of 
this world! Dragon Hunter is a slot game with 5-reels, multiple pay lines and two bonus 
features.
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Witch Craft
Surely, here there is some kind of witch craft going on! This game takes place in a 
beautiful fantasy library where an enigmatic witch is trying to create a mysterious 
potion. This is a slot game based on a theme of magic and mystery where surprising 
ingredients are provided that will help the player to create a special potion. 

In this supernatural and fascinating environment, icons and curious symbols can take 
you one step closer to your aim. Of course, Witch craft features outstanding bonuses 
and great rewards. 

All this accompanied by exceptional graphic designs and a sensational background 
music! Witch Craft is a slot game that involves 5-reels, up to 10 pay lines and multiple 
bonus features.
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Epoch of Sands
In this world, sand has spread across the earth, transforming lush oases into barren 
deserts. Only the wizards of this world know the secrets of this epoch and can navigate 
you through the sea of sand to the riches of this world.

The desert is a dangerous place if you don’t know where to go. There is sand 
everywhere. Use the knowledge of the wizards to use the dunes and the desert to your 
advantage, because then the treasures will be yours.

In this classic 5-reel online slot casino game, you have the opportunity to generate 
your winnings with up to 10 pay lines via two bonus features with multiplier and free 
spins. In addition, you can double your winnings with a thrilling black/red game.
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Voodoo Jungle
Voodoo Jungle includes 5-reels and up to 10 pay-lines. The slot game embraces 
an artistic and creative design, and extravagant graphics. A wonderful background 
music accompanies the players through this inimitable journey in the world of Voodoo 
Jungle. 

Players will experience a unique and audacious excursion through the mysterious 
rainforest of Voodoo Jungle where wild animals, greedy treasure hunters, dangerous 
amazons and mysterious voodoo powers will be encountered.

Interactive events in bonus rounds will allow the player to choose the best tactics in 
order to have success. With the gamble feature rewards can be doubled afterwards.
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Warrior’s Journey
A historical journey that sees a bunch of legendary warriors as central characters, 
which need to obtain a mysterious objective. The game involves intriguing items 
which, correspond to particular a particular quest (bonus feature) that will help the 
warriors achieve their aim.

For sure, it will make a positive impact for its action, for its power and for its amazing 
bonuses that are really in abundance. While playing, you will be amused by the beautiful 
artwork, the fascinating music and all the traditional symbols and instruments inspired 
by historical events.

Players will also enjoy some special icons that will help them understand the mystery 
behind each element. Warrior’s Journey is a 5-reel game with multiple pay lines.
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Gladiator
The Gladiator is ready with his weapons while an excited crowd is cheering loudly 
in anticipation. As the gladiators start the battle, they jab swords, swing maces and 
fights for the glory! In this marvellous world of ancient Rome, the player will witness the 
supremacy of the Empire of Rome at this time. 

The fights take place at the impressive Colosseum, and, through the fascinating arena, 
you will enjoy some intriguing battles. The atmosphere is simply inimitable and so are 
the unique elements and symbols that will involve some unforeseen events with two 
different bonus features! 

The Gladiator is an online casino slot game with 5-reels and multiple pay lines. With 
the offered gamble game feature after every winning bet, you are able to double up 
your rewards.
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Swamp Mafia
During the prohibition, underworld boss Al Frogone pulls the strings near the sewers. 
The swamp of corruption and crime is omnipresent. With the help of your frog friends, 
find the priceless orange lotus flower that holds the key to the riches.

In order to get the orange lotus blossom, however, you have to mess with the entire 
swamp mafia.  Al Frogone will not let that pass so simply. Stand your ground in this 
world and gain the riches of this world by getting your hands on the orange lotus flower.

In this slot game with 5 reels and 10 pay lines, a froggy underground world of the 
twenties awaits you. Win enormous amounts with 2 different bonus games with 
multipliers and free spins.
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Arabian Legacy
In an Arabian world where such myths of thousand nights and a night are real, a young 
man found a magic lamp. In this lamp an ancient Djin was living for hundreds of years. 
Unleashed from lamp he threatens the whole kingdom. Only the magic ring can bring 
him back into the lamp, but not without fulfilling a magic wish.

Bring the Djin back to the lamp and make him a wish come true in the bonus feature 
by spending tons of free spins and multiplier for your rewards. Dive into a world of 
amazing characters with a magnificent atmosphere. 

This casino slot game has excellent graphics to that embrace an extraordinary gaming 
experience - from outstanding designs to top-notch sound effects! Arabian Legacy 
is a game that involves 5-reels with up to 10 pay lines. 
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Jade Hills
Jade is an unimaginably valuable raw material in Asia. Jade Hills is the largest trading 
centre for jade in the world. Precious pieces of jewellery are produced and stored 
here. Get the key to the jade treasures of this city and earn massive winnings.

But in this world full of aristocracy and wealth, you have to be careful. Behind the 
closed doors of the city, they protect their treasures from strangers. Can you earn the 
trust to get the access to the keys?

Jade Hills is an online slot game with 5 reels and 10 pay lines. Several bonus features 
offer free spins and multipliers that can be applied to the classic pay lines for big wins.
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Dwarves of the North
Far to the north, lives the mysterious race of the dwarves. The ancient tribe of dwarves 
has collected a huge treasure over centuries. The path to the riches leads across the 
treasure map along a route of statues and valleys. 

To find the treasure, you must search for the golden dwarf statue, which was built in 
honour of the legendary dwarf who led the people from the humans and brought them 
to the safe north. For eons, only a few have been able to reach the statue.

Dwarves of the North is a 5-reel and 10 pay-line online slot game. Find the 3 golden 
monuments and reach the bonus game. The right path leads to glorious free spins and 
multipliers.
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Circus Icons
In this slot game the player is taken back in time where successful circus artists were 
considered superstars. The player will be able to discover a world surrounded by 
myths and will come across the ultra-strong weightlifter, the talented rope artist and 
the trained animals performing a breath-taking and thrilling circus show. 

The player needs to gather the feature games in order to find out which myth is 
truly profitable. Circus Icons is designed in an exclusive style, engaging humorous 
reminiscence of the glorious circus era. While being fully engaged, any game setting 
can be tailored according to the player’s needs.

Circus Icons is a online slot casino game with 5-reels, two different bonus features, a 
gamble game and has up to 10 pay lines.
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Call of the Sea
The era of the pirates has produced many legendary tales. Numerous treasures are 
buried on Lost Islands and are waiting to be found. Discover the sea as a pirate in this 
slot game and experience the adventures that lead you to lots of treasures.

Numerous islands are considered as Lost Islands. Find the right islands where the 
pirate treasures have been hidden. But beware of the curse of the sea. Many pirates 
fell victim to the curse and now haunt you as ghosts. They are dead but still pirates.

Call of the Sea is a classic casino slot game with 5 reels and 10 pay lines. Through the 
bonus features, multipliers and free spins can be won, which allow you to win higher 
prizes. The Sea is calling you!
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African Wildlife
Somewhere in Africa, the origin of adventure, some native tribes believe in the 
mysterious powers of nature. In African Wildlife the player dives into this world to 
discover the wealth, which hides in the initial nature of Africa. 

The online slot game provides complex, but easy to understand, feature and bonus 
games. The animations run beautifully smooth on all devices and with the design in HD-
graphics and the high quality sound effects, together with a unique user experience. 

African Wildlife offers the players up to 10 pay line to gather the winning combinations 
on the 5-reel slot game. Two different bonus features spend free spins and multiplier 
for the rewards on the reels.
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Ace Company
Ace Company revolves around two diverse teams of forces operatives that, along the 
way, will fight against each other and, eventually, only one of them will be successful. 
It is about a tough mission that mixes great action-adventure sequence together with 
some compelling soldiers that will do anything in order to defeat their enemy.

This slot embraces high-quality graphics and particular sound effects to give you a 
fast-paced slots experience! If you are ready to engage this unique adventure, you 
should be fully equipped with the necessary armours in order to defend yourself 
against a direct damage in combat and to provide yourself some generous bonuses 
features.

You will be surrounded by armours, machine guns, helicopters, panzers and so much 
more! Ace Company is a game that is a 5-reels slot game with multiple pay lines and 
two different bonus features.
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Pearl Heart
The underwater kingdom is the dwelling place of lovely and mysterious creatures. 
There is a precious secret to discover. Pearl Heart is the home of beautiful mermaids 
but also dangerous sharks. The player will be totally immersed in an exotic and beautiful 
destination, full of animated characters that will help you find a magnificent treasure. 

You will be able to explore the endless sea with exquisite creatures, curious fish and 
lovely mermaids. There are also plenty of tropical icons and many incredible bonuses 
in store for the most courageous and successful player! 

Pearl Heart employs 5-reels and multiple pay lines. The stunning interface will render 
your undersea experience simply extraordinary, while enjoying colourful features, 
symbols and outstanding winnings.
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Back 2 Platnet
Even in the infinite space, a habitat is a valuable good. Here, the payer is set into a 
world where two species, and their civilizations and technologies, fight for one single 
planet. The sound effects, the landscape and the stunning animation recreate a unique 
experience that let the player immerse into the dispute of the human and alien race. 

Every single symbol, icon and character is smartly created so as to render your journey 
as faithful as possible. The action is vivid, the music is absorbing, and the design 
is accurately defined in order to make players enjoy every single moment of this 
incredible experience. 

Back 2 Planet is a slot machine game that involves 5-reels and multiple pay lines.  In 
the bonus features you can win free spins and multiplier to raise your winnings.
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The Legend of Pirates
When the new worlds were conquered, an astonishing merchant ships transported 
high valuable trading goods and tons of gold and silver at the sea. In the old days, 
pirates created fabulous and legendary myths that involved mysterious treasure to be 
found. 

Players will face dangerous pirates, both men and women in order to make fortune 
by finding hidden treasure together with featured bonus and a gamble game. The 
Legends of Pirates offers the player cutting-edge graphics in HD, an impeccable 
entertaining sound and beautiful visual effects.

The Legends of Pirates is a casino slot game which includes 5-reels and multiple pay-
lines. In the bonus features rewards can be won with help of free spins and multiplier.
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Root Seekers
The hidden people of the Roots live in the woods. The Roots are small magical creatures 
who have mastered and harnessed the magic of nature. They collect their teachings in 
a magic book. Find the book and gain access to the magical powers that can bring 
great wealth.

But be cautious. The Roots interact with the woods and nature to prevent you from 
finding the book. The village elder sees you as a threat to the Roots and their magical 
powers. Prove to them that you are not an enemy of the Roots but only after the wealth.

Root Seekers is 5-reel and 10 pay-line online slot game with 2 types of bonus games. 
Free spins and multipliers can be won. With the 50:50 option, the winnings of the 
bonus game can be doubled.
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House of Blood
For centuries a war between two species has been racing. On one hand the vampires, 
who are dark blood suckers that overcome their victims through their shrewdness and 
charm; and, on the other hand, the werewolves such as those who know no pain. Here, 
you are the dark threat and when nightfall follows, you feed on the pitiful humans who 
dare to cross you. 

This game, full of stunning animation and outstanding sound effects, is located in the 
shadowy and daunting house that resembles an enigmatic castle. Together with an 
incredible and dynamic animation and with exceptional bonuses and curious symbols, 
you will truly be overwhelmed by an extraordinary action! House of Blood is a 5-reel 
game with multiple pay lines.

More than a game, House of Blood is a combination of suspense and adrenaline that 
will surely leave you speechless…or perhaps bloodless!
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Tales of the Orient
Curiosity, mystery and so many stories that will lead you into a beautiful world, far away 
from the ordinary. Tales of Orient is about epic adventures that will all take place in a 
regal palace. Here the player will experience not only the excitement of an Oriental 
world but also all its wonderful surroundings. 

This beautiful and impressive scenario is accompanied by a relaxing background music 
inspired by the Oriental history, as well as captivating symbols and tons of challenging 
bonuses that will follow in the majestic room of the stunning princess. Embrace this 
unique venture and all its backdrops as it is a worthy mission to accomplish!
 
Tales of Orient is a game that consists of 5-reels and multiple pay lines. Dive into 
the legendary history and appreciate the exciting Oriental venture together with its 
extraordinary tales.
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Bolts N Booty
Join Bolts and Booty on a crazy adventure through space and time! Bolts is the 
ingenious scientist and Booty is a fearless and skillful adventurer. Not a minute goes by 
when Bolts isn’t tinkering with something or Booty has to rescue him from a situation.

Hoping to gain great wealth, Bolts blew up the space-time continuum through a failed 
experiment. Now all sorts of creatures and monsters are after them. Swipe the loot 
and survive in this insanely exciting world.

Bolts N Booty is a 5-reel slot game with 10 pay lines and 2 different bonus features. 
At the double feature the huge rewards gathered by free spins and multipliers can be 
doubled.
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Brain & Games
This slick and involving 5-reel slot game is certainly not for the faint hearted. Set in the 
laboratory of Dr. Williams, an eccentric scientist, on a wild stormy night was tinkering 
around in his lab and had an epiphany which told him to try and create the mythical 
power of immortality to human life. 

He concocted a vat of potion to try for himself, but there was a major problem! Instead 
of creating eternal youth, Williams’ body and demeanour changed completely – 
misshapen he appeared more beast-like than human. This marked the end of Dr. 
Williams and welcomed Dr. Whack into the world. 

Under the influence of his potions, watch the doctor’s wild experiments, starting with 
Marceline. Join the adventures of the newly formed Dr. Whack in his laboratory in this 
online slot game with multiple pay lines and bonus features.
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Crime & Mystery
If you truly fancy mystery, this can be the most entertaining slot to play! In this shadowy 
city, you are investing a mysterious murder and while you find the hidden objects, the 
mystery unfolds. The game employs an exciting secret that is part of elaborated and 
curious events.  As you unravel this mystery, you will be able to come across particular 
signs, symbols and bonuses.
 
Playing detective and uncovering clues will be the topic as there is definitely a lot to 
discover. And since the game is mainly focussed in collecting hints, the sound effects 
are a priority; indeed, the music certainly involves thrill and suspense as well as the 
amazing designs that will guide into a spectacular and secretive world. Crime and 
Mystery is a slot machine game that employs 5-reels and multiple pay lines. 

This is a superb puzzle game which has a dark and creepy secret. Wrap yourself in 
enigmatic themes overwhelmed by a dark mystery to be discovered!
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Zodiac Signs
Do you believe that zodiac signs tell your future? You should! The ancient teachings of 
astrology have never been more ubiquitous than they are today. The right constellation 
of stars decides the fate of us all. 

Spin the reels in this game to get the right constellation of stars. With the help of the 
astrologist, you can also interpret the stars. If the stars are in your favour, fabulous 
winnings await you.  Let the spiritual journey begin!

Zodiac Signs is a 5-reel slot game with 10 pay lines and multiple bonus features. Free 
spins and multipliers can be gathered to generate big winnings.
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Age of Aztec
Between the 14th and 15th century a powerful empire ruled the land in Mesoamerica. 
It is the Age of the Aztec Empire and the capital city Tenochtitlan is the centre of 
supremacy. The Aztec God King governs his kingdom despotically, the player has to 
confront him in order to gather the treasure of the Aztecs and, finally, claim marvellous 
rewards. 

Age of Aztec employs excellent graphics, advanced animation and players can easily 
customise the game’s settings according to their demands.

Age of Aztec consist of 5-reels and multiple lines in an engaging scenario. Join an 
ancient civilisation where the player can enjoy unique historical statues, sculptures 
and a mysterious treasure!
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Ages of Rock
On the planet around 10,000 BC there was a wide variety of different creatures. Some 
were dominant, deadly and aggressive, while others were passive and harmless. They 
had a mixed relationship with the human race – some acted as companions, while 
others became the hunters and the rest the hunted.

In Ages of Rock, you can travel back to this time in history. You follow the daily lives of 
Bob and Elga and witness how they used to eat, sleep and breathe at a time when they 
were still hunter gatherers and scribbling murals onto rocky walls.

Take a step back in time and immerse yourself into this era, in this 5 reel slot game with 
multiple pay lines and 2 bonus features with free spins and multiplier.
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Calavera Fiesta
On Día de los Muertos, one of the most important Mexican holidays, the people 
traditionally remember the deceased. According to old Mexican beliefs, the dead 
come to visit from the other world once a year at the end of the harvest season and 
celebrate a happy reunion with the living with music, dance, gifts and good food. This 
is a colourful, flamboyant, and well-attended event where people celebrate the lives 
of loved ones who have passed on from the land of the living.

But not all Calaveras (living skeletons) have good intentions. Some steal gifts from 
other skeletons and hide their stolen riches. Help find the treasures and you will be 
rewarded handsomely.

Calavera Fiesta is an online slot game with a special atmosphere. Experience the 
Mexican holiday and win free spins and multipliers for your winnings in various bonus 
games.
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Madame Estelle
Madame Estelle is a master fortune teller and can predict future events and identify 
present or past events that are beyond the knowledge of the questioner. Madame 
Estelle uses the magic tarot cards for this purpose, while Noctua the owl is a trusty 
assistant with special powers.

With the help of the Arcana you can win big. Madame Estelle only has to lay the perfect 
cards. But be careful! Everyone determines his own destiny; Madame Estelle is only 
the medium.

Madame Estelle is a 5-reel slot game. With the adjustable 10 pay lines and the 
determined stake, you can decide the possible rewards yourself.  The available bonus 
features include free spins and win multipliers.
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Circus of Terror
The circus director lost his daughter by a tragic accident and gave up the circus under 
mysterious circumstances. Since then, the abandoned Circus has been cursed. But 
the haunted Circus of Terror have dark mystery.

Whoever can uncover this secret will receive riches from the fortune of the old Circus 
Director. Take advantage of the two available bonus features here to receive the 
reward of multipliers and free spins. But watch out! Dangers lurk everywhere in this 
Circus of Terror. 

Circus of Terror is a 5-reel slot game with up to 10 adjustable pay lines. In gamble 
feature gathered winnings can be doubled afterwards. 
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Steam Bot
Take a trip back to 19th century Victorian England, but not as you know it. This is set 
in an alternate world to that of the history books, though the great advancements in 
technology are still evident. There was an event called the Great Exhibition, a hive of 
activity where the best minds showcase their latest innovations and contraptions. 

In industrial London you meet Myrthle’s workshop where a mechanic is working away 
on her latest invention – the Steam Bot. It is down to you to help her complete her 
dream of having a fully functioning mechanical man that behaves like a normal human. 

This 5-reel slot game offers you 2 different types of Bonus features and 10 pay lines.  
Free spins and multiplier awaiting you.
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Dragons Vault
Dragons Vault is a 5-reel slot game that is a real visual and auditory treat to the senses. 
Set in China, you visit an ancient temple that is guarded meticulously by a pair of 
dragons who have made it their life’s work to guard the hidden treasures that lie inside. 

There are rumoured to be over a thousand separate treasures just waiting to be 
discovered – explorers over the years have perished trying to attempt the feat. Let’s 
see if you can be the one to defeat the dragons!

Dragons Vault offers two different bonus games features with multipliers and free 
spins and a gamble game, where you can bet your winning won from the up to 10 pay 
lines.
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Aloha Shack
Hawaii could be seen as heaven on earth. The sun never stops shining, and at the Aloha 
Shack bottomless drinks are provided from the beautiful bartender Leilani, with the 
most delicious drinks in the state. 

She uses the power of the Tiki Gods to create delicious and exotic drinks; these are 
known for their wacky flavours and weird appearances. They have been known to 
include glowing at night and dancing flowers. Leilani is eager to expand this side-line 
into a global operation, giving a bigger audience to her culture. 

She needs your assistance in this 5-reel slot game, which includes profitable bonus 
features an up to 10 adjustable pay lines. Help Leilani get global fame and win huge 
rewards!
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Eugene’s Big Bank Heist
Eugene has been planning the huge heist at the biggest bank in the area for years. The 
safe is well guarded by the security forces and the police.  That doesn’t stop Eugene 
from pulling off the big heist. Climb into the bank or blast your way in. 

Use tools such as dynamite, a crowbar and rope to help Eugene to crack the safe. With 
the right combination of numbers, you will find the bags full of money. Eugene is willing 
to generously share the loot with you.

Eugene’s Big Bank Heist is a classic slot game with 5 reels and up to 10 pay lines. The 
safe gives you a lot of free spins and multipliers, which are applied to the wins.
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Hot Fruits 5
A Classic Fruit Slot Game.

Enjoy every second of your online gaming experience with this 5-paylines, 3 rows and 
5-reel fruit classic slot game HOT FRUITS 5!

The fruit online slot game is most enjoyable with its intuitive game mechanics. The 
game has standard winning techniques, with bonus feature distractions. Get a the full 
fruit Slot Game experience with massive payout chances in that themed online slot 
game with fantastic graphics and an enchanting soundtrack.
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5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Fruits Shock
A Classic Fruit Slot Game.

Enjoy every second of your online gaming experience with this 5-paylines, 3 rows and 
5-reel fruit classic slot game FRUITS SHOCK!

The fruit online slot game is most enjoyable with its intuitive game mechanics. The 
game has standard winning techniques, with bonus feature distractions. Get a the full 
fruit Slot Game experience with massive payout chances in that themed online slot 
game with fantastic graphics and an enchanting soundtrack.



Extend Wild Symbol          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet
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RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Freezing Wild
The beloved fruit gaming experience.

FREEZING WILD is a traditional online slot game with this special theme. It offers 5 
paylines 3 rows and 5 reels for a enjoyable entertainment.

You can have fun with this themed slot with classic 5x3 setup and up to 11 different 
symbols. Get the Wilds to force the biggest wins in this game. In addition, the 
mesmerizing soundtrack and the amazing graphics will make you to enjoy your 
experience even more.

Bonus Features

As the title implies, Wild symbols play a central role in the gameplay here. It acts as 
a substitute for any other regular symbols. They land only on reels 2, 3, and 4, and 
whenever they do, they expand to cover the reel entirely. 



Scatter, triggers FREE SPINS          GAMBLE GAME
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Supported Browsers
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50
Default Max Bet
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93%, 95%, 97%
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Fruits 2 Gold
Go Wild with this online slot game.

FRUITS 2 GOLD gives you the chance to win with up to 50 paylines and secure massive 
rewards. 

The game is designed with 5 reels and 4 rows. With 50 Lines and the Wild feature Big 
Wins are possible. The fantastic graphics and mesmerizing soundtrack makes this 
game a enjoyable experience, while huge payouts can be triggered with the Wild 
symbol.

Free Games

3, 4 or 5 Scatter (Scatter) in view simultaneously trigger 10, 20 or 30 Free Games. The 
amount of Wild (Wild) symbols increases during this feature.



Extend Wild Symbol          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet
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RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%
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Squishy Fruits
The beloved fruit gaming experience.

SQUISHY FRUITS is a traditional online slot game with this special theme. It offers 5 
paylines 3 rows and 5 reels for a enjoyable entertainment.

You can have fun with this themed slot with classic 5x3 setup and up to 11 different 
symbols. Get the Wilds to force the biggest wins in this game. In addition, the 
mesmerizing soundtrack and the amazing graphics will make you to enjoy your 
experience even more.

Bonus Features

As the title implies, Wild symbols play a central role in the gameplay here. It acts as 
a substitute for any other regular symbols. They land only on reels 2, 3, and 4, and 
whenever they do, they expand to cover the reel entirely.



GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet
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RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%
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Bunch of Fruit
A Classic Fruit Slot Game.

Enjoy every second of your online gaming experience with this 5-paylines, 3 rows and 
5-reel fruit classic slot game BUNCH OF FRUIT!

The fruit online slot game is most enjoyable with its intuitive game mechanics. The 
game has standard winning techniques, with bonus feature distractions. Get a the full 
fruit Slot Game experience with massive payout chances in that themed online slot 
game with fantastic graphics and an enchanting soundtrack.



GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Fruit Charm
A Classic Fruit Slot Game.

Enjoy every second of your online gaming experience with this 5-paylines, 3 rows and 
5-reel fruit classic slot game FRUIT CHARM!

The fruit online slot game is most enjoyable with its intuitive game mechanics. The 
game has standard winning techniques, with bonus feature distractions. Get a the full 
fruit Slot Game experience with massive payout chances in that themed online slot 
game with fantastic graphics and an enchanting soundtrack.



Winning Multipliers  3x  4x  5x          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Xtra Volt
The pure fruit slot gaming experience.

This classic 3 row and 5 reels with 5 paylines online slot game with no distraction bonus 
features is the pure casino slot experience.

Enjoy your game with XTRA VOLT and get the rewards directly with the next bet. During 
a spin, main focus in the game is to get the same symbol across the 5 reels to have 
profit.  

The online slot game impresses with its great soundtrack and stunning graphics, 
despite that the game mechanics are for true fans of slot gaming purists, who just 
want to have fun with this classic gameplay.



Winning Multipliers  3x  4x  5x          GAMBLE GAME
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5
Default Max Bet
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RTP
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93%, 95%, 97%
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Xtra Fruits
The pure fruit slot gaming experience.

This classic 3 row and 5 reels with 5 paylines online slot game with no distraction bonus 
features is the pure casino slot experience.

Enjoy your game with XTRA FRUITS and get the rewards directly with the next bet. 
During a spin, main focus in the game is to get the same symbol across the 5 reels to 
have profit.  

The online slot game impresses with its great soundtrack and stunning graphics, 
despite that the game mechanics are for true fans of slot gaming purists, who just 
want to have fun with this classic gameplay.



Winning Multipliers  3x  4x  5x          GAMBLE GAME
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Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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xHot Fruits
The pure fruit slot gaming experience.

This classic 3 row and 5 reels with 5 paylines online slot game with no distraction bonus 
features is the pure casino slot experience.

Enjoy your game with XHOT FRUITS and get the rewards directly with the next bet. 
During a spin, main focus in the game is to get the same symbol across the 5 reels to 
have profit.  

The online slot game impresses with its great soundtrack and stunning graphics, 
despite that the game mechanics are for true fans of slot gaming purists, who just 
want to have fun with this classic gameplay.



Winning Multipliers  3x  4x  5x          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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SweetX
The pure fruit slot gaming experience.

This classic 3 row and 5 reels with 5 paylines online slot game with no distraction bonus 
features is the pure casino slot experience.

Enjoy your game with SWEETX and get the rewards directly with the next bet. During 
a spin, main focus in the game is to get the same symbol across the 5 reels to have 
profit.  

The online slot game impresses with its great soundtrack and stunning graphics, 
despite that the game mechanics are for true fans of slot gaming purists, who just 
want to have fun with this classic gameplay.



Winning Multipliers  3x  4x  5x          GAMBLE GAME
Features
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Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet
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RTP
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93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Xtra Bright
The pure fruit slot gaming experience.

This classic 3 row and 5 reels with 5 paylines online slot game with no distraction bonus 
features is the pure casino slot experience.

Enjoy your game with XTRA BRIGHT and get the rewards directly with the next bet. 
During a spin, main focus in the game is to get the same symbol across the 5 reels to 
have profit.  

The online slot game impresses with its great soundtrack and stunning graphics, 
despite that the game mechanics are for true fans of slot gaming purists, who just 
want to have fun with this classic gameplay.



GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Hot Fruit Box
A Classic Fruit Slot Game.

Enjoy every second of your online gaming experience with this 5-paylines, 3 rows and 
5-reel fruit classic slot game HOT FRUIT BOX!

The fruit online slot game is most enjoyable with its intuitive game mechanics. The 
game has standard winning techniques, with bonus feature distractions. Get a the full 
fruit Slot Game experience with massive payout chances in that themed online slot 
game with fantastic graphics and an enchanting soundtrack.



GAMBLE GAME
Features
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Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Hot Tropic
A Classic Fruit Slot Game.

Enjoy every second of your online gaming experience with this 5-paylines, 3 rows and 
5-reel fruit classic slot game HOT TROPIC!

The fruit online slot game is most enjoyable with its intuitive game mechanics. The 
game has standard winning techniques, with bonus feature distractions. Get a the full 
fruit Slot Game experience with massive payout chances in that themed online slot 
game with fantastic graphics and an enchanting soundtrack.



GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Fruits Sizzle
A Classic Fruit Slot Game.

Enjoy every second of your online gaming experience with this 5-paylines, 3 rows and 
5-reel fruit classic slot game FRUITS SIZZLE!

The fruit online slot game is most enjoyable with its intuitive game mechanics. The 
game has standard winning techniques, with bonus feature distractions. Get a the full 
fruit Slot Game experience with massive payout chances in that themed online slot 
game with fantastic graphics and an enchanting soundtrack.



Scatter, triggers FREE SPINS          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 4 50 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

50
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Wealthy Fruits 50
Go Wild with this online slot game.

WEALTHY FRUITS 50 gives you the chance to win with up to 50 paylines and secure 
massive rewards. 

The game is designed with 5 reels and 4 rows. With 50 Lines and the Wild feature Big 
Wins are possible. The fantastic graphics and mesmerizing soundtrack makes this 
game a enjoyable experience, while huge payouts can be triggered with the Wild 
symbol.

Free Games

3, 4 or 5 Scatter (Scatter) in view simultaneously trigger 10, 20 or 30 Free Games. The 
amount of Wild (Wild) symbols increases during this feature.



Scatter, triggers FREE SPINS          GAMBLE GAME
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Supported Platforms

50
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93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Sweet Burn 50
Go Wild with this online slot game.

SWEET BURN 50 gives you the chance to win with up to 50 paylines and secure massive 
rewards. 

The game is designed with 5 reels and 4 rows. With 50 Lines and the Wild feature Big 
Wins are possible. The fantastic graphics and mesmerizing soundtrack makes this 
game a enjoyable experience, while huge payouts can be triggered with the Wild 
symbol.

Free Games

3, 4 or 5 Scatter (Scatter) in view simultaneously trigger 10, 20 or 30 Free Games. The 
amount of Wild (Wild) symbols increases during this feature.



Scatter, triggers FREE SPINS          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 4 50 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

50
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Sweet Fortune 50
Go Wild with this online slot game.

SWEET FORTUNE 50 gives you the chance to win with up to 50 paylines and secure 
massive rewards. 

The game is designed with 5 reels and 4 rows. With 50 Lines and the Wild feature Big 
Wins are possible. The fantastic graphics and mesmerizing soundtrack makes this 
game a enjoyable experience, while huge payouts can be triggered with the Wild 
symbol.

Free Games

3, 4 or 5 Scatter (Scatter) in view simultaneously trigger 10, 20 or 30 Free Games. The 
amount of Wild (Wild) symbols increases during this feature.



Scatter, triggers FREE SPINS          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 4 50 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

50
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Tropica Fortuna 50
Go Wild with this online slot game.

TROPICA FORTUNA 50 gives you the chance to win with up to 50 paylines and secure 
massive rewards. 

The game is designed with 5 reels and 4 rows. With 50 Lines and the Wild feature Big 
Wins are possible. The fantastic graphics and mesmerizing soundtrack makes this 
game a enjoyable experience, while huge payouts can be triggered with the Wild 
symbol.

Free Games

3, 4 or 5 Scatter (Scatter) in view simultaneously trigger 10, 20 or 30 Free Games. The 
amount of Wild (Wild) symbols increases during this feature.



Extend Wild Symbol          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Burn Wild Burn
The beloved fruit gaming experience.

BURN WILD BURN is a traditional online slot game with this special theme. It offers 5 
paylines 3 rows and 5 reels for a enjoyable entertainment.

You can have fun with this themed slot with classic 5x3 setup and up to 11 different 
symbols. Get the Wilds to force the biggest wins in this game. In addition, the 
mesmerizing soundtrack and the amazing graphics will make you to enjoy your 
experience even more.

Bonus Features

As the title implies, Wild symbols play a central role in the gameplay here. It acts as 
a substitute for any other regular symbols. They land only on reels 2, 3, and 4, and 
whenever they do, they expand to cover the reel entirely.



Extend Wild Symbol          GAMBLE GAME
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Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet
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RTP
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93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Atomic Wild
The beloved fruit gaming experience.

ATOMIC WILD is a traditional online slot game with this special theme. It offers 5 
paylines 3 rows and 5 reels for a enjoyable entertainment.

You can have fun with this themed slot with classic 5x3 setup and up to 11 different 
symbols. Get the Wilds to force the biggest wins in this game. In addition, the 
mesmerizing soundtrack and the amazing graphics will make you to enjoy your 
experience even more.

Bonus Features

As the title implies, Wild symbols play a central role in the gameplay here. It acts as 
a substitute for any other regular symbols. They land only on reels 2, 3, and 4, and 
whenever they do, they expand to cover the reel entirely.



GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Fruit Pulse
A Classic Fruit Slot Game.

Enjoy every second of your online gaming experience with this 5-paylines, 3 rows and 
5-reel fruit classic slot game FRUIT PULSE!

The fruit online slot game is most enjoyable with its intuitive game mechanics. The 
game has standard winning techniques, with bonus feature distractions. Get a the full 
fruit Slot Game experience with massive payout chances in that themed online slot 
game with fantastic graphics and an enchanting soundtrack.



GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Wild Cocktail
The beloved fruit gaming experience.

WILD COCKTAIL is a traditional online slot game with this special theme. It offers 5 
paylines 3 rows and 5 reels for a enjoyable entertainment.

You can have fun with this themed slot with classic 5x3 setup and up to 11 different 
symbols. Get the Wilds to force the biggest wins in this game. In addition, the 
mesmerizing soundtrack and the amazing graphics will make you to enjoy your 
experience even more.

Bonus Features

As the title implies, Wild symbols play a central role in the gameplay here. It acts as 
a substitute for any other regular symbols. They land only on reels 2, 3, and 4, and 
whenever they do, they expand to cover the reel entirely.



GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Fire Gems
A Classic Gem Slot Game.

Enjoy every second of your online gaming experience with this 5-paylines, 3 rows and 
5-reel fruit classic slot game FIRE GEMS!

The gem online slot game is most enjoyable with its intuitive game mechanics. The 
game has standard winning techniques, with bonus feature distractions. Get a the full 
gem Slot Game experience with massive payout chances in that themed online slot 
game with fantastic graphics and an enchanting soundtrack.



GAMBLE GAME
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5
Default Max Bet
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93%, 95%, 97%
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Shocky Gems
A Classic Gem Slot Game.

Enjoy every second of your online gaming experience with this 5-paylines, 3 rows and 
5-reel fruit classic slot game SHOCKY GEMS!

The gem online slot game is most enjoyable with its intuitive game mechanics. The 
game has standard winning techniques, with bonus feature distractions. Get a the full 
gem Slot Game experience with massive payout chances in that themed online slot 
game with fantastic graphics and an enchanting soundtrack.



GAMBLE GAME
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Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate
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93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Twinkle Gems
A Classic Gem Slot Game.

Enjoy every second of your online gaming experience with this 5-paylines, 3 rows and 
5-reel fruit classic slot game TWINKLE GEMS!

The gem online slot game is most enjoyable with its intuitive game mechanics. The 
game has standard winning techniques, with bonus feature distractions. Get a the full 
gem Slot Game experience with massive payout chances in that themed online slot 
game with fantastic graphics and an enchanting soundtrack.



GAMBLE GAME
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Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Hot Gemstone 5
A Classic Gem Slot Game.

Enjoy every second of your online gaming experience with this 5-paylines, 3 rows and 
5-reel fruit classic slot game HOT GEMSTONE 5!

The gem online slot game is most enjoyable with its intuitive game mechanics. The 
game has standard winning techniques, with bonus feature distractions. Get a the full 
gem Slot Game experience with massive payout chances in that themed online slot 
game with fantastic graphics and an enchanting soundtrack.



GAMBLE GAME
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Supported Browsers
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Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Gem Cave
A Classic Gem Slot Game.

Enjoy every second of your online gaming experience with this 5-paylines, 3 rows and 
5-reel fruit classic slot game GEM CAVE!

The gem online slot game is most enjoyable with its intuitive game mechanics. The 
game has standard winning techniques, with bonus feature distractions. Get a the full 
gem Slot Game experience with massive payout chances in that themed online slot 
game with fantastic graphics and an enchanting soundtrack.



Scatter, triggers FREE SPINS          GAMBLE GAME
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Supported Platforms
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Gem Garden 50
Go Wild with this online slot game.

GEM GARDEN 50 gives you the chance to win with up to 50 paylines and secure 
massive rewards. 

The game is designed with 5 reels and 4 rows. With 50 Lines and the Wild feature Big 
Wins are possible. The fantastic graphics and mesmerizing soundtrack makes this 
game a enjoyable experience, while huge payouts can be triggered with the Wild 
symbol.

Free Games

3, 4 or 5 Scatter (Scatter) in view simultaneously trigger 10, 20 or 30 Free Games. The 
amount of Wild (Wild) symbols increases during this feature.



Scatter, triggers FREE SPINS          GAMBLE GAME
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50
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Space Stones 50
Go Wild with this online slot game.

SPACE STONES 50 gives you the chance to win with up to 50 paylines and secure 
massive rewards. 

The game is designed with 5 reels and 4 rows. With 50 Lines and the Wild feature Big 
Wins are possible. The fantastic graphics and mesmerizing soundtrack makes this 
game a enjoyable experience, while huge payouts can be triggered with the Wild 
symbol.

Free Games

3, 4 or 5 Scatter (Scatter) in view simultaneously trigger 10, 20 or 30 Free Games. The 
amount of Wild (Wild) symbols increases during this feature.



Scatter, triggers FREE SPINS          GAMBLE GAME
Features
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Supported Browsers
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Supported Platforms

50
Default Max Bet
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93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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50 Galaxy Stones
Go Wild with this online slot game.

50 GALAXY STONES gives you the chance to win with up to 50 paylines and secure 
massive rewards. 

The game is designed with 5 reels and 4 rows. With 50 Lines and the Wild feature Big 
Wins are possible. The fantastic graphics and mesmerizing soundtrack makes this 
game a enjoyable experience, while huge payouts can be triggered with the Wild 
symbol.

Free Games

3, 4 or 5 Scatter (Scatter) in view simultaneously trigger 10, 20 or 30 Free Games. The 
amount of Wild (Wild) symbols increases during this feature.



Scatter, triggers FREE SPINS          GAMBLE GAME
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50
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Soul Stones 50
Go Wild with this online slot game.

SOUL STONES 50 gives you the chance to win with up to 50 paylines and secure 
massive rewards. 

The game is designed with 5 reels and 4 rows. With 50 Lines and the Wild feature Big 
Wins are possible. The fantastic graphics and mesmerizing soundtrack makes this 
game a enjoyable experience, while huge payouts can be triggered with the Wild 
symbol.

Free Games

3, 4 or 5 Scatter (Scatter) in view simultaneously trigger 10, 20 or 30 Free Games. The 
amount of Wild (Wild) symbols increases during this feature.



Scatter, triggers FREE SPINS          GAMBLE GAME
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50
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Poly Fruits 50
Go Wild with this online slot game.

POLY FRUITS 50 gives you the chance to win with up to 50 paylines and secure massive 
rewards. 

The game is designed with 5 reels and 4 rows. With 50 Lines and the Wild feature Big 
Wins are possible. The fantastic graphics and mesmerizing soundtrack makes this 
game a enjoyable experience, while huge payouts can be triggered with the Wild 
symbol.

Free Games

3, 4 or 5 Scatter (Scatter) in view simultaneously trigger 10, 20 or 30 Free Games. The 
amount of Wild (Wild) symbols increases during this feature.



Winning Multipliers  3x  4x  5x          GAMBLE GAME
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Xtra Gem
The pure gem slot gaming experience.

This classic 3 row and 5 reels with 5 paylines online slot game with no distraction bonus 
features is the pure casino slot experience.

Enjoy your game with XTRA GEM and get the rewards directly with the next bet. During 
a spin, main focus in the game is to get the same symbol across the 5 reels to have 
profit.  

The online slot game impresses with its great soundtrack and stunning graphics, 
despite that the game mechanics are for true fans of slot gaming purists, who just 
want to have fun with this classic gameplay.
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DiamondX
The pure gem slot gaming experience.

This classic 3 row and 5 reels with 5 paylines online slot game with no distraction bonus 
features is the pure casino slot experience.

Enjoy your game with DIAMONDX and get the rewards directly with the next bet. 
During a spin, main focus in the game is to get the same symbol across the 5 reels to 
have profit.  

The online slot game impresses with its great soundtrack and stunning graphics, 
despite that the game mechanics are for true fans of slot gaming purists, who just 
want to have fun with this classic gameplay.
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5
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Magic Opals X
The pure gem slot gaming experience.

This classic 3 row and 5 reels with 5 paylines online slot game with no distraction bonus 
features is the pure casino slot experience.

Enjoy your game with MAGIC OPALS X and get the rewards directly with the next bet. 
During a spin, main focus in the game is to get the same symbol across the 5 reels to 
have profit.  

The online slot game impresses with its great soundtrack and stunning graphics, 
despite that the game mechanics are for true fans of slot gaming purists, who just 
want to have fun with this classic gameplay.
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Glass Stones X
The pure gem slot gaming experience.

This classic 3 row and 5 reels with 5 paylines online slot game with no distraction bonus 
features is the pure casino slot experience.

Enjoy your game with GLASS STONES X and get the rewards directly with the next bet. 
During a spin, main focus in the game is to get the same symbol across the 5 reels to 
have profit.  

The online slot game impresses with its great soundtrack and stunning graphics, 
despite that the game mechanics are for true fans of slot gaming purists, who just 
want to have fun with this classic gameplay.



Winning Multipliers  3x  4x  5x          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Xtra Flashy
The pure gem slot gaming experience.

This classic 3 row and 5 reels with 5 paylines online slot game with no distraction bonus 
features is the pure casino slot experience.

Enjoy your game with XTRA FLASHY and get the rewards directly with the next bet. 
During a spin, main focus in the game is to get the same symbol across the 5 reels to 
have profit.  

The online slot game impresses with its great soundtrack and stunning graphics, 
despite that the game mechanics are for true fans of slot gaming purists, who just 
want to have fun with this classic gameplay.



Extend Wild Symbol          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Glowing Wild
The beloved gem gaming experience.

GLOWING WILD is a traditional online slot game with this special theme. It offers 5 
paylines 3 rows and 5 reels for a enjoyable entertainment.

You can have fun with this themed slot with classic 5x3 setup and up to 11 different 
symbols. Get the Wilds to force the biggest wins in this game. In addition, the 
mesmerizing soundtrack and the amazing graphics will make you to enjoy your 
experience even more.

Bonus Features

As the title implies, Wild symbols play a central role in the gameplay here. It acts as 
a substitute for any other regular symbols. They land only on reels 2, 3, and 4, and 
whenever they do, they expand to cover the reel entirely.



Extend Wild Symbol          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Wild Ring
The beloved gem gaming experience.

WILD RING is a traditional online slot game with this special theme. It offers 5 paylines 
3 rows and 5 reels for a enjoyable entertainment.

You can have fun with this themed slot with classic 5x3 setup and up to 11 different 
symbols. Get the Wilds to force the biggest wins in this game. In addition, the 
mesmerizing soundtrack and the amazing graphics will make you to enjoy your 
experience even more.

Bonus Features

As the title implies, Wild symbols play a central role in the gameplay here. It acts as 
a substitute for any other regular symbols. They land only on reels 2, 3, and 4, and 
whenever they do, they expand to cover the reel entirely.



Extend Wild Symbol          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Ages of Wild
The beloved gaming experience.

AGES OF WILD is a traditional online slot game with this special theme. It offers 5 
paylines 3 rows and 5 reels for a enjoyable entertainment.

You can have fun with this themed slot with classic 5x3 setup and up to 11 different 
symbols. Get the Wilds to force the biggest wins in this game. In addition, the 
mesmerizing soundtrack and the amazing graphics will make you to enjoy your 
experience even more.

Bonus Features

As the title implies, Wild symbols play a central role in the gameplay here. It acts as 
a substitute for any other regular symbols. They land only on reels 2, 3, and 4, and 
whenever they do, they expand to cover the reel entirely.



Extend Wild Symbol          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Wild Fossils
The beloved gaming experience.

WILD FOSSILS is a traditional online slot game with this special theme. It offers 5 
paylines 3 rows and 5 reels for a enjoyable entertainment.

You can have fun with this themed slot with classic 5x3 setup and up to 11 different 
symbols. Get the Wilds to force the biggest wins in this game. In addition, the 
mesmerizing soundtrack and the amazing graphics will make you to enjoy your 
experience even more.

Bonus Features

As the title implies, Wild symbols play a central role in the gameplay here. It acts as 
a substitute for any other regular symbols. They land only on reels 2, 3, and 4, and 
whenever they do, they expand to cover the reel entirely.



Extend Wild Symbol          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Blazing Wild
The beloved gem gaming experience.

BLAZING WILD is a traditional online slot game with this special theme. It offers 5 
paylines 3 rows and 5 reels for a enjoyable entertainment.

You can have fun with this themed slot with classic 5x3 setup and up to 11 different 
symbols. Get the Wilds to force the biggest wins in this game. In addition, the 
mesmerizing soundtrack and the amazing graphics will make you to enjoy your 
experience even more.

Bonus Features

As the title implies, Wild symbols play a central role in the gameplay here. It acts as 
a substitute for any other regular symbols. They land only on reels 2, 3, and 4, and 
whenever they do, they expand to cover the reel entirely.



Extend Wild Symbol          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Bloom Wild
The beloved gaming experience.

BLOOM WILD is a traditional online slot game with this special theme. It offers 5 
paylines 3 rows and 5 reels for a enjoyable entertainment.

You can have fun with this themed slot with classic 5x3 setup and up to 11 different 
symbols. Get the Wilds to force the biggest wins in this game. In addition, the 
mesmerizing soundtrack and the amazing graphics will make you to enjoy your 
experience even more.

Bonus Features

As the title implies, Wild symbols play a central role in the gameplay here. It acts as 
a substitute for any other regular symbols. They land only on reels 2, 3, and 4, and 
whenever they do, they expand to cover the reel entirely.



Scatter, triggers FREE SPINS          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 4 50 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

50
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Jet Fashion 50
Go Wild with this online slot game.

JET FASHION 50 gives you the chance to win with up to 50 paylines and secure massive 
rewards. 

The game is designed with 5 reels and 4 rows. With 50 Lines and the Wild feature Big 
Wins are possible. The fantastic graphics and mesmerizing soundtrack makes this 
game a enjoyable experience, while huge payouts can be triggered with the Wild 
symbol.

Free Games

3, 4 or 5 Scatter (Scatter) in view simultaneously trigger 10, 20 or 30 Free Games. The 
amount of Wild (Wild) symbols increases during this feature.



Winning Multipliers  3x  4x  5x          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Xtra Sunshine
The pure slot gaming experience.

This classic 3 row and 5 reels with 5 paylines online slot game with no distraction bonus 
features is the pure casino slot experience.

Enjoy your game with XTRA SUNSHINE and get the rewards directly with the next bet. 
During a spin, main focus in the game is to get the same symbol across the 5 reels to 
have profit.  

The online slot game impresses with its great soundtrack and stunning graphics, 
despite that the game mechanics are for true fans of slot gaming purists, who just 
want to have fun with this classic gameplay.



GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Hot Fabuleuse 5
A Classic Slot Game.

Enjoy every second of your online gaming experience with this 5-paylines, 3 rows and 
5-reel fruit classic slot game HOT FABULEUSE 5!

HOT FABULEUSE 5 online slot game is most enjoyable with its intuitive game mechanics. 
The game has standard winning techniques, with bonus feature distractions. Get a the 
full Slot Game experience with massive payout chances in that themed online slot 
game with fantastic graphics and an enchanting soundtrack.



GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Hot Bar 7
A Classic Slot Game.

Enjoy every second of your online gaming experience with this 5-paylines, 3 rows and 
5-reel fruit classic slot game HOT BAR 7!

HOT BAR 7 online slot game is most enjoyable with its intuitive game mechanics. The 
game has standard winning techniques, with bonus feature distractions. Get a the full 
Slot Game experience with massive payout chances in that themed online slot game 
with fantastic graphics and an enchanting soundtrack.



Winning Multipliers  3x  4x  5x          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Xtra 777 Bar
The pure slot gaming experience.

This classic 3 row and 5 reels with 5 paylines online slot game with no distraction bonus 
features is the pure casino slot experience.

Enjoy your game with XTRA 777 BAR and get the rewards directly with the next bet. 
During a spin, main focus in the game is to get the same symbol across the 5 reels to 
have profit.  

The online slot game impresses with its great soundtrack and stunning graphics, 
despite that the game mechanics are for true fans of slot gaming purists, who just 
want to have fun with this classic gameplay.



Scatter, triggers FREE SPINS          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 4 50 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

50
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Lucky Bar 50
Go Wild with this online slot game.

LUCKY BAR 50 gives you the chance to win with up to 50 paylines and secure massive 
rewards. 

The game is designed with 5 reels and 4 rows. With 50 Lines and the Wild feature Big 
Wins are possible. The fantastic graphics and mesmerizing soundtrack makes this 
game a enjoyable experience, while huge payouts can be triggered with the Wild 
symbol.

Free Games

3, 4 or 5 Scatter (Scatter) in view simultaneously trigger 10, 20 or 30 Free Games. The 
amount of Wild (Wild) symbols increases during this feature.



Extend Wild Symbol          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

5 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Wildy Bars 7
The beloved gaming experience.

WILDY BARS 7 is a traditional online slot game with this special theme. It offers 5 
paylines 3 rows and 5 reels for a enjoyable entertainment.

You can have fun with this themed slot with classic 5x3 setup and up to 11 different 
symbols. Get the Wilds to force the biggest wins in this game. In addition, the 
mesmerizing soundtrack and the amazing graphics will make you to enjoy your 
experience even more.

Bonus Features

As the title implies, Wild symbols play a central role in the gameplay here. It acts as 
a substitute for any other regular symbols. They land only on reels 2, 3, and 4, and 
whenever they do, they expand to cover the reel entirely.



BUY BONUS          Bonus, triggers BONUS GAME          Winning Multipliers 3x          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

3 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Great Fire 7s
Spin and get your free games in this online slot game.

GREAT FIRE 7S offers you a classic online slot experience with 3 reels and 3 rows. With 
5 paylines you can trigger the Scatter Bonus feature to secure your free games for 
huge rewards.

GREAT FIRE 7S has stunning graphics and a fantastic soundtrack to sweeten your time, 
while you are playing and reach for the big wins that are possible.



BUY BONUS          Bonus, triggers BONUS GAME          Winning Multipliers 3x          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

3 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Sweet 7s
Spin and get your free games in this online slot game.

SWEET 7S offers you a classic online slot experience with 3 reels and 3 rows. With 5 
paylines you can trigger the Scatter Bonus feature to secure your free games for huge 
rewards.

SWEET 7S has stunning graphics and a fantastic soundtrack to sweeten your time, 
while you are playing and reach for the big wins that are possible.



BUY BONUS          Bonus, triggers BONUS GAME          Winning Multipliers 3x          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

3 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Thunder 777
Spin and get your free games in this online slot game.

THUNDER 777 offers you a classic online slot experience with 3 reels and 3 rows. With 5 
paylines you can trigger the Scatter Bonus feature to secure your free games for huge 
rewards.

THUNDER 777 has stunning graphics and a fantastic soundtrack to sweeten your time, 
while you are playing and reach for the big wins that are possible.



BUY BONUS          Bonus, triggers BONUS GAME          Winning Multipliers 3x          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

3 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Double Yield 77
Spin and get your free games in this online slot game.

DOUBLE YIELD 77 offers you a classic online slot experience with 3 reels and 3 rows. 
With 5 paylines you can trigger the Scatter Bonus feature to secure your free games 
for huge rewards.

DOUBLE YIELD 77 has stunning graphics and a fantastic soundtrack to sweeten your 
time, while you are playing and reach for the big wins that are possible.



BUY BONUS          Bonus, triggers BONUS GAME          Winning Multipliers 3x          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

3 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Dazzling Jewels 77
Spin and get your free games in this online slot game.

DAZZLING JEWELS 77 offers you a classic online slot experience with 3 reels and 3 
rows. With 5 paylines you can trigger the Scatter Bonus feature to secure your free 
games for huge rewards.

DAZZLING JEWELS 77 has stunning graphics and a fantastic soundtrack to sweeten 
your time, while you are playing and reach for the big wins that are possible.



BUY BONUS          Bonus, triggers BONUS GAME          Winning Multipliers 3x          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

3 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Precious Gems 77
Spin and get your free games in this online slot game.

PRECIOUS GEMS 77 offers you a classic online slot experience with 3 reels and 3 rows. 
With 5 paylines you can trigger the Scatter Bonus feature to secure your free games 
for huge rewards.

PRECIOUS GEMS 77 has stunning graphics and a fantastic soundtrack to sweeten 
your time, while you are playing and reach for the big wins that are possible.



BUY BONUS          Bonus, triggers BONUS GAME          Winning Multipliers 3x          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

3 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Hot Shine 7s
Spin and get your free games in this online slot game.

HOT SHINE 7S offers you a classic online slot experience with 3 reels and 3 rows. With 5 
paylines you can trigger the Scatter Bonus feature to secure your free games for huge 
rewards.

HOT SHINE 7S has stunning graphics and a fantastic soundtrack to sweeten your time, 
while you are playing and reach for the big wins that are possible.



BUY BONUS          Bonus, triggers BONUS GAME          Winning Multipliers 3x          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

3 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Doubled Gems 77
Spin and get your free games in this online slot game.

DOUBLED GEMS 77 offers you a classic online slot experience with 3 reels and 3 rows. 
With 5 paylines you can trigger the Scatter Bonus feature to secure your free games 
for huge rewards.

DOUBLED GEMS 77 has stunning graphics and a fantastic soundtrack to sweeten your 
time, while you are playing and reach for the big wins that are possible.



BUY BONUS          Bonus, triggers BONUS GAME          Winning Multipliers 3x          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

3 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Hot Twins 7s
Spin and get your free games in this online slot game.

HOT TWINS 7S offers you a classic online slot experience with 3 reels and 3 rows. With 
5 paylines you can trigger the Scatter Bonus feature to secure your free games for 
huge rewards.

HOT TWINS 7S has stunning graphics and a fantastic soundtrack to sweeten your time, 
while you are playing and reach for the big wins that are possible.



BUY BONUS          Bonus, triggers BONUS GAME          Winning Multipliers 3x          GAMBLE GAME
Features

Reels & Rows

Supported Browsers

3 x 3 5 Credit
Lines

Supported Platforms

5
Default Max Bet

Curacao Certificate

RTP

Game Resolution

93%, 95%, 97%

Full HD     16:9
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Stack Bars 7
Spin and get your free games in this online slot game.

STACK BARS 7 offers you a classic online slot experience with 3 reels and 3 rows. With 
5 paylines you can trigger the Scatter Bonus feature to secure your free games for 
huge rewards.

STACK BARS 7 has stunning graphics and a fantastic soundtrack to sweeten your time, 
while you are playing and reach for the big wins that are possible.



Boost the discoverability of the games with our marketing materials.

We are aware of the tight competition there is amongst online casinos and that’s why we believe that discoverability is crucial. At Platin Gaming we can support you with vast 
casino slot games marketing material for your operational website or affiliate partners. 

Platin Gaming provides common and individual Thumbnails and Banners also for marketing campaigns to succeed and have the best performances. We have a multitude of 
templates that can be used but most importantly we can create a customised theme for your brand.  

We provide great designs, advanced graphics, and technology, and authentic worlds with plenty of bonus features
and free spin rounds that will certainly capture the player’s attention.

Our products have been optimized for all platforms and devices. This allows for a high gaming experience on all devices and cross-platform functionality (where applicable). 
It is our ultimate goal to achieve the highest possible quality and performance on all platforms and devices. 

4. Marketing Materials and Tools
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5. Contact Us

Everything you need from us 24/7 we are here to help you!

Level 0-109, Sir William Reid Street
Gzira, GZR1033, Malta
VAT: MT21218510
Company number: C59424

General Info
Sales
Marketing
Contact no

:
:
:
:

info@platingaming.com 
sales@platingaming.com
marketing@platingaming.com
+356 2779 1501

We Offer   24/7

Technical Support
Administrative Support
Live-Chat Support
e-Mail Support
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Thank You
Platin Gaming Ltd.

Level 0, 109, Sir William Reid Street, Gzira, Malta

+356 2779 1501 +356 2779 1505 platingaming.cominfo@platingaming.com


